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MOBILE 
BUSINESS 
SOLUTIONS

Features 4P Mobile Data Processing, the first to introduce the ALL-IN-ONE concept in this industry in the early 90s, designs and 

manufactures rugged handheld computers based on over 25 year experience, offering seamless reliability and durability 

for the most demanding and mission critical applications. 

4P delivers end to end business solutions for mobile computing to enterprises directly and through a network of valuable 

system integrators partners. The comprehensive offer includes system design, application software development, on site 

support, personnel training and a wide range of after sales services. 

To know more please contact us at info@4p-online.com.

4P MOBILE DATA PROCESSING

4p-online.com

Screen 3.5” TFT QVGA  3.5” TFT QVGA 3.5” TFT QVGA 3.5” TFT QVGA 128x64 Monochrome

Touch sensitive screen √ √ √ √ -

Backlit screen and keypad √ √ √ √ √

Physical Keypad 19 full A/N 19 full A/N 19 full A/N 24 full A/N or 19 N 27 full A/N or 18 N

I/O Slots 1 SD/SDHC 1 SD/SDHC 1 SD/SDHC 2 CF type I -

Built-in Thermal printer - Roll paper Roll paper Roll or Fanfold paper -

Impact dot matrix printer - - - Roll or Fanfold paper Fanfold paper

Audio √ √ √ √ -

USB Host/Device Host/Device Host/Device Device -

SPI/RS232/RS485 (optional) (optional) (optional) RS232 RS232

Ethernet through cradle √ √ √ √ -

�������	��
�� ATEX EMV L1 PCI-PED, EMV L1 EMV L1 -

OPTIONAL BUILT-IN PERIPHERALS
Magnetic stripe reader √ √ √ √ √

Contact Smart Card Reader √ √ √ 2 Slots -

Barcode scanner √ √ √ √ √

13.56 MHz RFID √ √ √ √ √

�����	���	�������	�� √ √ √ - -

WiFi / Bluetooth √ √ √ CF card -

GPS √ √ √ - -

GSM/GPRS/EDGE √ √ √ √ √

3G  UMTS/HSDPA √ √ √ - -

2 SIM card slots - - √ - -

2 SAM card slots - - √ - -

IrDA √ √ √ √ -

FDA300 FDA600-POS DAT500 DAT400FDA600



4 what? 

Serve your customers at 
home or while on the move.
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Deliver instant service, keeping 
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MOBILE RETAIL MUNICIPALITY ON SITE SERVICE LOGISTICS HOSPITALITY HEALTHCARE MASS TRANSIT

FDA600-POS PDA & EFTPOS FDA300 DAT500 DAT400
for mobile computing and e-payments

FDA600-POS delivers all the features of a high-end PDA and the 
convenience of integrated Chip & Pin functionality.

With just one light and compact handheld computer that sits in the palm 

of your hand you can scan barcodes, RFID tags and contactless cards, 

take photos, accept electronic payments, print receipts, browse web 

pages, send receive e-mails, text messages, make voice calls, use GPS 

for navigation and geolocalization.

The ultimate ALL-IN-ONE  solution for your mobile point of sale.

Built-in features:

The light and compact 
ALL-IN-ONE ruggedized PDA

Built-in features:

The most flexible industrial 
grade ALL-IN-ONE mobile computer 

Built-in features:

The budget solution 
to scan and print on the spot

DAT500 and DAT400 are the ALL-IN-ONE 

handheld computers designed for 

scanning barcodes and printing on the 

spot. The complete range of built-in 

printers allows using fanfold paper or 

roll paper with either thermal or impact 

dot matrix technology.

Impact dot matrix printer allows using  

double copy fanfold paper to print  

fiscal receipts, delivery notes and 

invoices. 

Printer
Barcode scanner
Smart Card Reader 
Magnetic Card Reader
RFID
Camera with flash
GPS
UMTS/HSDPA
GSM/GPRS/EDGE
WiFi
Bluetooth 
IrDA 
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Improve service  to community 
and  reduce costs to citizens.

��Citizen services at door step
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Track and trace goods in real time 
all the way on the supply chain.

��Express courier 
��Postal service
��Secure cash transportation
��Pharmaceutical dispatching
��Inventory control
��Fleet management

Let your guests experience the 
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��Rapid check-in 
��In room service
��
������	�������
��Lead tracking 
��Outdoor events
��Car rental 

Deliver patient care and 
assistance in real time anywhere.

��Home nursing services
��Home physicians
��Medical home delivery
��Clinical data tracking 
��Emergency rescue
��
�������	����	��

Enhance traveller service 
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��Fare inspection
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��Transit pass recharge
��Passenger check-in 
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